PROPOSAL TO IGC PLENARY 2007

Proposed by Annex A Committee

It is Proposed That:

The following Changes to the IGC-Handicap list should be applied starting 01.april 2007

1.) The Maximum value of the IGC-Handicap List is changed to 109, to include more older Standard and FAI 15m gliders

2.)Inclusion of Discus 1, proposed by Swedish Aeroclub

Discus 1 without winglets, 108
Discus 1 WL 109

3.)Inclusion of DG 400, 108

4.)ASW 24 WL 108
   ASW 24B 108

5.)Pik 20 D 104
   PIK 20 B 103
   Handicap change proposed by Hungary

6.)Std. Cirus, all modells increase of handicap by 0,01

7.)ASW 20 108
   ASW 20 WL 109

The reference weights will be determined according the TCDS Non-lifting weight of the relevant gliders.

This Proposal affects:

IGC-Handicap List